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Abstract
In this paper, we study estimation of certain integral functionals of one or two den-
sities with samples from stationary m-dependent sequences. We consider two types of
U -statistic estimators for these functionals that are functions of the number of ǫ-close
vector observations in the samples. We show that the estimators are consistent and
obtain their rates of convergence under weak distributional assumptions. In particular,
we propose estimators based on incomplete U -statistics which have favorable consis-
tency properties even when m-dependence is the only dependence condition that can
be imposed on the stationary sequences. The results can be used for divergence and
entropy estimation, and thus find many applications in statistics and applied sciences.
AMS 2010 subject classification: 62G05, 62G20, 94A17
Keywords: quadratic density functional, entropy estimation, divergence estimation, sta-
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1 Introduction
Let {Xi}∞i=1 and {Yi}∞i=1 be strictly stationary m-dependent sequences of random d-vectors,
and denote by pX(x) and pY (x), x ∈ Rd, the densities of X1 and Y1, respectively. We
consider the problem of estimating the (quadratic) integral functional
qk,l = qk,l(pX , pY ) :=
∫
Rd
pX(x)
kpY (x)
ldx, k = 2− l = 0, 1, 2,
using samples {X1, . . . ,Xn} and {Y1, . . . , Yn} from these sequences.
Several characteristics in mathematical statistics and information theory are expressed
in terms of the functionals {qk,l}k=0,1,2. Examples include measures of divergence between
the distributions of X1 and Y1, e.g., the integrated squared difference
D(pX , pY ) :=
∫
Rd
(pX(x)− pY (x))2 dx = q2,0 − 2q1,1 + q0,2,
and functions for quantifying uncertainty in X1, e.g., the Re´nyi entropy (Re´nyi, 1970)
h2(pX) := − log
(∫
Rd
pX(x)
2 dx
)
= − log q2,0.
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The functional q2,0 is important in rank-based statistics where it appears, e.g., in many
efficacy expressions (Gibbons and Chakraborti, 1992) and in the asymptotic variance of
the Hodges-Lehmann estimator.
Ka¨llberg et al. (2013) study U -statistic estimators of q2,0 and h2 based on the number
of ǫ-close observations in a sample from a stationary m-dependent sequence, and estab-
lish conditions for their consistency and weak convergence. In this paper, we investigate
the corresponding U -statistic estimators for a more general class of functionals, including
the (two-density) functional q1,1, and give alternative conditions for consistency. Addi-
tionally, we propose estimators for qk,l based on incomplete U -statistics and show that
they are suitable when no assumptions, except for m-dependence, can be made about the
dependencies among the observations. Fan and Ullah (1999) obtain consistency of kernel
estimates of qk,l under dependence weaker than m-dependence, but do not provide rates
of convergence. Wavelet-methods for estimation of q2,0 with dependent observations are
considered in Hosseinioun et al. (2009) and Chesneau et al. (2013).
There are numerous studies about nonparametric estimation of q2,0 and related func-
tionals for independent observations, and typical methods include those based on nearest
neighbors (Leonenko et al., 2008), kernels (Bickel and Ritov, 1988, Gine and Nickl, 2008,
Chaco´n and Tenreiro, 2012), and orthogonal projection (Laurent, 1997, Tchetgen et al.,
2008). Kernel estimators of q2,0 (and other integral functionals) from a contaminated
sample are studied in Delaigle and Gijbels (2002).
Note that we can introduce ’plug-in’ estimators Dˆn and hˆn of the functionals D =
q2,0−q1,1+q2,0 and h2 = − log(q0,2), respectively, by replacing {qk,l} with their estimators in
the corresponding expressions. Then it straightforward to combine the results in this paper
with the conventional limit theory for plug-in estimators to derive consistency properties
of the estimators Dˆn and hˆn. For applications of such nonparametric divergence and
entropy estimators, we refer to, e.g., Leonenko et al. (2008), Leonenko and Seleznjev (2010),
Ka¨llberg et al. (2013), and references therein.
First we introduce some notation. A sequence {Wi}∞i=1 of random d-vectors is said to be
m-dependent if {W1, . . . ,Wb} and {Wb+k, . . . , . . . ,Wb+k+l}, b, k, l = 1, 2, . . ., are indepen-
dent sets when k > m. Let La(R
d), a ≥ 1, denote the usual Lebesgue space of real-valued
functions in Rd. Define X and Y to be independent random vectors with densities pX(x)
and pY (x), x ∈ Rd, respectively. For x, y ∈ Rd, let d(x, y) := |x− y| denote the Euclidean
distance in Rd. Throughout the paper, we assume that 0 < ǫ = ǫ(n) → 0 as n → ∞. Let
Bǫ(x) := {y ∈ Rd : d(x, y) ≤ ǫ}, x ∈ Rd, be an ǫ-ball in Rd with center at x and radius
ǫ. Denote the volume of Bǫ(x) by bǫ(d) = b1(d)ǫ
d and define the ǫ-ball probability as
pX,ǫ(x) := P (X ∈ Bǫ(x)). Let I(A) be the indicator function of an event A. Mean square
convergence is denoted by
m.s.→ .
To evaluate the rate of mean square convergence of our considered estimators, we need
a smoothness condition for the marginal densities pX and pY (cf. Leonenko and Seleznjev,
2010). Let H
(α)
2 (K), 0 < α ≤ 1,K > 0, be a linear space of functions in L2(Rd) that satisfy
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an α-Ho¨lder smoothness condition in L2-norm with constant K, i.e., for p ∈ H(α)2 (K),
(∫
Rd
(p(x− h)− p(x))2dx
)1/2
≤ K|h|α, h ∈ B1(0).
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
U -statistic estimators of qk,l and present their mean square consistency properties. Some
numerical experiments illustrating the obtained rates of convergence are also provided.
In Section 3, we make some conclusions and discuss possible extensions of our approach.
Section 4 contains the proofs of the results in Section 2.
2 Results
Without loss of generality, we only present the estimators and the corresponding results
for the functionals q2,0 and q1,1.
We introduce the following (dependence) conditions for the stationary m-dependent
sequences {Xi} and {Yi}. Note that A1 and A2 allow dependence between {Xi} and {Yi}.
A1 The (2d)-sequence {(Xi, Yi)}∞i=1 is strictly stationary and m-dependent.
A2 For s, t = 1, 2, . . . , the random d-vectors X1 − X1+s, and Xs − Yt have bounded
densities fXs (x) and f
X,Y
s,t (x), respectively.
Example 1. (i) A1 and A2 hold if {(Xi, Yi)} is a Gaussian stationary m-dependent se-
quence.
(ii) Under independence, i.e., {Xi} and {Yi} are independent and m = 0, the (minimal)
condition pX , pY ∈ L2(Rd) is sufficient for A2.
2.1 Estimators based on U-statistics
In this section, we consider the U -statistic estimators studied for independent observations
in Ka¨llberg and Seleznjev (2012). The estimator of qk,l, based on equally sized samples
{X1, . . . ,Xn} and {Y1, . . . , Yn}, is defined as Q˜k,l,n := Qk,l,n/bǫ(d), where
Q2,0,n :=
1(
n
2
) ∑
1≤i<j≤n
I(d(Xi,Xj) ≤ ǫ), Q1,1,n := 1
n2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ).
We briefly explain the idea behind this estimator. For example, in view of the representa-
tion q1,1 = E(pX(Y )) and the well-known approximation bǫ(d)
−1pX,ǫ(x) of pX(x), an ap-
proximation of q1,1 can be written as q˜1,1,ǫ := bǫ(d)
−1E(pX,ǫ(Y )) = bǫ(d)
−1P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ).
Now, the U -statistic Q1,1,n may, despite the m-dependence, serve as an estimate of the
ǫ-coincidence probability P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) for independent observations. Hence, Q˜1,1,n is
suitable as an estimator of q˜1,1,ǫ and thus also of q1,1. The same reasoning holds for Q˜2,0,n.
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Remark 1. The assumption of equal sample sizes in this paper is merely for technical
convenience, and we claim that the developed method can be used when the sample sizes,
say n1 and n2, are unequal and satisfy n1/n2 → ρ, for some ρ > 0.
First we study the mean square consistency of Q˜k,l,n under dependence conditions
A1 and A2. For the exact asymptotics, we introduce some variance characteristics: let
g(Xi, Yi) :=
1
2 (pY (Xi) + pX(Yi)), i = 1, . . . , n, and define
σ22,0 := Var(pX(X1)) + 2
m∑
h=1
Cov(pX(X1), pX(X1+h), (1)
σ21,1 := Var(g(X1, Y1)) + 2
m∑
h=1
Cov(g(X1, Y1), g(X1+h, Y1+h)).
The convergence rates in the following theorem are obtained for Q˜k,l,n based on in-
dependent observations in Ka¨llberg and Seleznjev (2012). Let L(n), n ≥ 1, be a slowly
varying function satisfying L(n)→∞ as n→∞ (e.g., L(n) = log(n)).
Theorem 1. Let pX , pY ∈ L3(Rd) and A1 and A2 hold.
(i) If n2ǫd →∞, then
Q˜k,l,n
m.s.→ qk,l as n→∞.
(ii) If pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), 0 < α ≤ d/4, and ǫ ∼ cn−2/(4α+d), c > 0, then
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 = O(n−8α/(4α+d)) as n→∞.
(iii) If pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), α > d/4, and ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/d, then
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 = 4σ2k,ln−1 + o(n−1) as n→∞.
Remark 2. (i) The rates in Theorem 1 are optimal with respect to the upper bound for
the mean square error in
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 ≤ C1
n
+
C2
n2ǫd
+ C3ǫ
4α, C1, C2, C3 > 0,
which follows from the proof of Theorem 1 (see Ka¨llberg and Seleznjev, 2012, for a discus-
sion).
(ii) Ka¨llberg et al. (2013) show that the one-sample estimator Q˜2,0,n attains the rates in
Theorem 1 under a dependence condition for {Xi} which is nonequivalent to A2.
(iii) In the one-dimensional independent case, Bickel and Ritov (1988) study a kernel
estimator of q2,0 for a Ho¨lder class of densities contained in H
(α)
2 (K), and obtain the same
rates of convergence as in Theorem 1 (cf. also Gine´ and Nickl, 2008, Tchetgen et al., 2008).
Next, we consider the more general setting where no assumptions, except for m-
dependence, can be made about the dependencies for {Xi} and {Yi}, i.e., conditions like A2
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are not allowed. There is a large class of stationary m-dependent sequences not satisfying
A2. In Example 2, this class is illustrated by three 1-dependent representatives. Other
examples can be obtained by similar constructions.
Example 2. (i) Let {Zi}∞i=−∞ be independent N(0, 1)-variables and consider the sequence
Xt = ZtZt−1, t ≥ 1.
The density of X1−X2 is given by fX1 (x) = K0(|x|/
√
2)/(π
√
2), whereK0(·) is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind (Craig, 1936). The function K0(·) is unbounded at the
origin, implying that A2 is not valid in this case.
(ii) Let {Ui}∞i=−∞ be a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables with density p(x) and distribution function F (x), x ∈ R1, and let
Xt := max(Ut, Ut−1), t ≥ 1.
The marginal density of {Xi} is pX(x) = 2F (x)p(x). Assumption A2 does not hold since
P (X1 = X2) = 1/3.
(iii) Let {X∗i }∞i=1 be an i.i.d. sequence with density pX(x), x ∈ Rd, and define {ξi}∞i=1 to
be sequence of independent symmetric Bernoulli variables. Assume further that {X∗i } and
{ξi} are mutually independent, and define
Xt := X
∗
t+ξt , t ≥ 1.
Then {Xi} has marginal density pX(x). Here P (X1 = X2) = 1/4 and hence A2 is not
satisfied.
We prove the following result for Q˜k,l,n without involving dependence conditions like
A2. Note that, for density smoothness α < d/2, the obtained rates of convergence are
slower than in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let pX , pY ∈ L3(Rd) and A1 hold.
(i) If nǫd →∞, then
Q˜k,l,n
m.s.→ qk,l as n→∞.
(ii) If pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), 0 < α ≤ d/2, and ǫ ∼ cn−1/(2α+d), c > 0, then
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 = O(n−4α/(2α+d)) as n→∞.
(iii) If d = 1, pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), α > 1/2, and ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/2, then
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 = 4σ2k,ln−1 + o(n−1) as n→∞.
Remark 3. From the proof of Theorem 2, we have
E(Q˜k,l,n − qk,l)2 ≤ C1
n
+
C2
n2ǫ2d
+C3ǫ
4α, (2)
for some C1, C2, C3 > 0. As in Theorem 1 (cf. Remark 2(i)), the rates in Theorem 2 are
optimal with respect to the obtained upper bound for the mean square error in (2).
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2.2 Estimators based on incomplete U-statistics
In view of Theorem 2 and the corresponding result for Q˜2,0,n in Ka¨llberg et al. (2013) (see
Remark 2(ii)), it is natural to ask whether a dependence condition like A2 is necessary for
an estimator of qk,l to attain the convergence rates in Theorem 1. Next we show that this
is not the case by introducing a modified version of Q˜k,l,n.
Let {mn}n≥1 be a non-random sequence of positive integers such that mn ≥ m for all
n large enough and mn/n→ 0 as n→∞. For example, let mn = o(n)→∞ or if an upper
bound M of m is known, let mn =M . Now consider the index sets
I2,0,n := {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, j − i > mn},
I1,1,n := {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, |j − i| > mn},
which have cardinalities
(
n−mn
2
)
and 2
(
n−mn
2
)
, respectively. We propose the estimator
Q˜∗k,l,n := Q
∗
k,l,n/bǫ(d) of qk,l, where
Q∗2,0,n = Q
∗
2,0,n(mn) :=
1(n−mn
2
) ∑
(i,j)∈I2,0,n
I(d(Xi,Xj) ≤ ǫ),
Q∗1,1,n = Q
∗
1,1,n(mn) :=
1
2
(
n−mn
2
) ∑
(i,j)∈I1,1,n
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ).
These types of reduced forms are usually referred to as incomplete U-statistics (see, e.g.,
Lee, 1990). Here, the idea is to alleviate the impact by m-dependence by only including
terms with |i − j| relatively large. Note that for n large enough the expectation of Q˜∗k,l,n
is the same as if the observations were independent. The question is how the variance
behaves.
In Theorem 3, we show that the incomplete estimator Q˜∗k,l,n satisfies the properties for
Q˜k,l,n in Theorem 1, but without applying A2 or any other similar dependence condition.
As before, L(n) is a slowly varying function and L(n)→∞ as n→∞.
Theorem 3. Let pX , pY ∈ L3(Rd) and A1 hold.
(i) If n2ǫd →∞, then
Q˜∗k,l,n
m.s.→ qk,l as n→∞.
(ii) If pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), 0 < α ≤ d/4, and ǫ ∼ cn−2/(4α+d), c > 0, then
E(Q˜∗k,l,n − qk,l)2 = O(n−8α/(4α+d)) as n→∞.
(iii) If pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K), α > d/4, and ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/d, then
E(Q˜∗k,l,n − qk,l)2 = 4σ2k,ln−1 + o(n−1) as n→∞.
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2.3 Numerical experiments
In this section, we study our estimation method for some one-dimensional sequences with
density smoothness α = 1. Monte-Carlo estimation of the mean square error (based on 5000
simulations) is used to evaluate the finite sample performance of the proposed estimators,
and to empirically verify their rate of convergence for some sample sizes between n = 100
and n = 1000.
Example 1. We consider plug-in estimators for the introduced quadratic divergence
D =
∫
Rd
(pX(x)− pY (x))2 dx = q2,0 − 2q1,1 + q0,2,
defined as Dˆn := Q˜2,0,n − 2Q˜1,1,n + Q˜0,2,n and Dˆ∗n := Q˜∗2,0,n − 2Q˜∗1,1,n + Q˜∗0,2,n, where
Q˜2,0,n corresponds to Q˜0,2,n based on the sample {Y1, . . . , Yn} and similar for Q˜∗0,2,n. With
[·] denoting integer part, we let mn := [log(n)] for the incomplete estimators {Q˜∗k,l,n}.
Samples are taken from the 2-dependent Gaussian moving average time series
Xt :=
1√
3
(Zt + Zt−1 + Zt−2) and Yt :=
1
2
(Wt −Wt−1 +Wt−2) + 1, n ≥ 1,
where {Zi}∞i=−∞ and {Wi}∞i=−∞ are independent sequences of i.i.d. standard normal vari-
ables. We have marginal distributions X1 ∼ N(0, 1) and Y1 ∼ N(1, 3/4), which implies
D ≈ 0.155. The performance of the estimators Dˆn and Dˆ∗n is evaluated with ǫ = c log(n)n−1
for different values of c > 0. Note that Theorems 1 and 3 imply that Dˆn and Dˆ
∗
n attain the
n rate of mean square convergence for these asymptotics of ǫ. The log-log plots of estimated
mean square error against sample size and the straight lines (with negative unit slope) in
Figure 1 illustrate this rate of convergence for these values of n, mn, and ǫ. Moreover, the
difference in mean square performance between the estimators seems to be negligible.
Example 2. We consider estimation of q2,0 for the stationary 2-dependent sequence
Xt := min(Zt−2, Zt−1, Zt), t ≥ 1,
where {Zi}∞i=−∞ are independent and exponentially distributed, that is, Zi ∼ Exp(1/3).
In this case, the marginal distribution is exponential, Xt ∼ Exp(1), t ≥ 1, and hence
q2,0 = 1/2. We consider two variants of the incomplete estimator Q˜
∗
2,0,n, with sequences
mn = [log(n)] and mn = [
√
n], respectively, and ǫ = c log(n)n−1 for some values of c > 0.
Theorem 3 gives that the estimators converge at the rate n under these conditions. The
log-log plots in Figure 2 indicate that this is reasonable for both estimators. Furthermore,
no essential differences in mean square performance between the estimators are revealed
by these simulations.
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Figure 1: Behavior of plug-in estimators, Dˆn and Dˆ
∗
n, of the divergence D between the
marginal distributions, N(0, 1) and N(1, 3/4), of 2-dependent Gaussian sequences. Sample
sizes n between 100 and 1000, and ǫ = c log(n)n−1, for certain c > 0. Log-log plots of the
estimated mean square error (MSE), based on 5000 simulations, against n for Dˆn (left)
and Dˆ∗n (right), where the dashed straight lines have negative unit slope.
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Figure 2: Behavior of the incomplete estimator Q˜∗2,0,n when {Xi} is 2-dependent with
pX(x) = e
−x, x > 0. Sample sizes n between 100 and 1000, and ǫ = c log(n)n−1, for some
c > 0. Log-log plots of estimated mean square error (MSE) based on 5000 simulations
against n, where the dashed straight lines have negative unit slope. Two versions of Q˜∗2,0,n,
with mn = [log(n)] (left) and mn = [
√
n] (right).
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3 Concluding remarks and further research
In this paper, we introduce conditions for the stationary m-dependent sequences {Xi} and
{Yi} under which the estimator Q˜k,l,n attains the same rate of mean square convergence
as obtained under independence in Ka¨llberg and Seleznjev (2012). Additionally, an in-
complete version of Q˜k,l,n is proposed and shown to converge at these rates even without
imposing dependence assumptions (beyond m-dependence) on {Xi} and {Yi}. Possible
future research is to study these estimators for a wider class of stationary sequences.
It would be of interest to investigate the weak convergence (e.g., asymptotic normality
and Poisson convergence) of the considered estimators. The incomplete estimator Q˜∗k,l,n
is especially promising; its wide applicability with respect to consistency should, at least
to some extent, hold for other asymptotic properties. In fact, it seems that Hoeffding’s
projection method for asymptotic normality (Sen, 1963) can be used, and we make the
following conjecture: given the assumptions in Theorem 3(iii), and if σ2k,l > 0, then
√
n(Q˜∗k,l,n − qk,l) D→ N(0, 4σ2k,l) as n→∞, (3)
where
D→ denotes convergence in distribution. Because no dependence assumptions except
for m-dependence are required, (3) would, in view of the corresponding result for Q˜2,0,n in
Ka¨llberg et al. (2013), be a significant contribution.
An important practical problem is how to find a suitable ’bandwidth’ ǫ for a given
sample size. Data-driven choice of ǫ is an important research question to be addressed in
future studies. Moreover, for the incomplete estimator, we have to make a proper choice
of mn, which can be difficult if there is little or no information about m.
4 Proofs
Lemma 1 (Ch. 2, Lee, 1990). There are
(n−m
2
)
pairs of integers 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n that satisfy
j − i > m.
Lemma 2. For j = 1, . . . , 4, assume that the random vector Uj has density pUj ∈ L3(Rd),
and let p˜Uj(x) := bǫ(d)
−1pUj ,ǫ(x). Then
Ep˜U1,ǫ(U2)→ EpU1(U2) and E(p˜U1,ǫ(U2)p˜U3,ǫ(U4))→ E(pU1(U2)pU3(U4)) as ǫ→ 0,
and hence Cov(p˜U1,ǫ(U2), p˜U3,ǫ(U4))→ Cov(pU1(U2), pU3(U4)) as ǫ→ 0.
The proof of Lemma 2 follows the same steps as that of Lemma 3 in Ka¨llberg et al. (2013)
and therefore is omitted.
Lemma 3. If A1 and A2 hold, then maxs,t P (d(Xs, Yt) ≤ ǫ) and maxs 6=t P (d(Xs,Xt) ≤ ǫ)
are both O(ǫd) as ǫ→ 0.
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Proof: Let fX,Ys,t (x) be the density of Xs − Yt. From the boundedness of fX,Ys,t (x), we get
bǫ(d)
−1P (d(Xs, Yt) ≤ ǫ) = bǫ(d)−1P (|Xs − Yt| ≤ ǫ) = bǫ(d)−1
∫
|x|≤ǫ
fX,Ys,t (x)dx (4)
≤ sup
x
fX,Ys,t (x) <∞.
Moreover, the m-dependence and stationarity of {(Xi, Yi)} give that P (d(Xs, Yt) ≤ ǫ) take
on a finite number of values as {s, t} vary and so the assertion about maxP (d(Xs, Yt) ≤ ǫ)
is implied by (4). A similar argument applies for the other case. The proof is complete.
In the following, we only provide proofs for the two-sample case (k, l) = (1, 1), since those
for Q˜2,0,n and Q˜
∗
2,0,n are similar. As before, X and Y are independent random vectors with
densities pX(x) and pY (x), x ∈ Rd, respectively. Note that Lemma 2 gives
q˜1,1,ǫ := bǫ(d)
−1P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) = EpX,ǫ(Y )→ q1,1 as ǫ→ 0. (5)
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) The assertion is proved by showing that EQ˜1,1,n → q1,1 and
Var(Q˜1,1,n)→ 0. The argument is similar to that of the corresponding result for Q˜2,0,n in
Ka¨llberg et al. (2013).
First we consider EQ˜1,1,n. By applying Lemma 1 and the m-dependence of {(Xi, Yi)},
it follows that there are 2
(n−m
2
)
summands in
∑
i,j I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ) where Xi and Yj are
independent. Hence,
EQ˜1,1,n =
1
n2bǫ(d)
∑
1≤i,j≤n
P (d(Xi, Yj) < ǫ) (6)
=
2
(
n−m
2
)
n2bǫ(d)
P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) + 1
n2bǫ(d)
∑
1≤i,j≤n
|i−j|≤m
P (d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ).
The last sum in (6) consists of n2 − 2(n−m2 ) = O(n) terms. Consequently, from Lemma 3
and (5), we get
EQ˜1,1,n = q˜1,1,ǫ +O
(
1
n
)
→ q1,1 as n→∞. (7)
Next we study the variance of Q˜1,1,n. For Zi := (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, let
fǫ(Zi, Zj) := I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ) + I(d(Xj , Yi) ≤ ǫ),
and consider the following reduced form of Nn :=
∑
i,j I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ):
N∗n :=
∑
1≤i,j≤n
|j−i|>m
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
j−i>m
fǫ(Zi, Zj). (8)
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First we study the variance of N∗n:
Var(N∗n) =
∑
s1<s2
s2−s1>m
∑
t1<t2
t2−t1>m
Cov(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2), fǫ(Zt1 , Zt2)). (9)
We need to count the number of terms of different types in this sum. Let
f (1)ǫ (z) := Efǫ(z, Z1) = pY,ǫ(x) + pX,ǫ(y), z := (x, y) ∈ R2d, (10)
and recall the definition g(Xi, Yi) :=
1
2(pY (Xi) + pY (Yi)), i = 1, . . . , n. Now, by using
results from Ch. 2.4.1. in Lee (1990) and Lemma 2, we obtain the following results about
the summands in (9):
1) |si − tj| > m for i, j = 1, 2. Then covariance (9) is zero since all random vectors
involved are independent.
2) One of the differences |si − tj | is zero and the remaining three are greater than m.
For such cases, by conditioning, (10), and Lemma 2, we get
C0,ǫ := Cov(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2), fǫ(Zs1 , Zt2))
= Var(f (1)ǫ (Zs1)) ∼ 4bǫ(d)2Var(g(Xs1 , Ys1)) as n→∞.
The number of these terms is 6
(n−2m
3
)
.
3) For h = 1, . . . ,m, 0 < |si − tj| = h ≤ m for exactly one of the four differences and
the rest are greater than m. In this case, we obtain from (10) and Lemma 2 that
Ch,ǫ := Cov(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2), fǫ(Zs1+h, Zt2)) = Cov(f
(1)
ǫ (Zs1), f
(1)
ǫ (Zs1+h))
∼ 4bǫ(d)2Cov(g(Xs1 , Ys1), g(Xs1+h, Ys1+h)) as n→∞.
There are 12
(n−2m−h
3
)
such terms.
4) From (5), we get that the remaining O(n2) terms satisfy
|Cov(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2), fǫ(Zt1 , Zt2))| ≤ Var(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2)) ≤ 2Efǫ(Zs1 , Zs2)
= 4P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) = O(ǫd) as n→∞,
where we have used s2 − s1, t2 − t1 > m. Consequently, the sum of the terms that
are not of type 1)-3) has size O(n2ǫd).
From these results and the definition of σ21,1 (cf. (1)), we obtain
Var(N∗n) =
∑
s1<s2
s2−s1>m
∑
t1<t2
t2−t1>m
Cov(fǫ(Zs1 , Zs2), fǫ(Zt1 , Zt2)) (11)
= 6
(
n− 2m
3
)
C0,ǫ +
m∑
h=1
12
(
n− 2m− h
3
)
Ch,ǫ +O(n
2ǫd)
= 4n3bǫ(d)
2σ21,1 + o(n
3ǫ2d) + O(n2ǫd) as n→∞.
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Moreover, for each 4-tuple {s1, s2, t2, t2}, we get from Lemma 3 that
|Cov(I(d(Xs1 , Ys2) ≤ ǫ), I(d(Xt1 , Yt2) ≤ ǫ))| ≤ maxs,t Var(I(d(Xs, Yt) ≤ ǫ)) (12)
= O(ǫd) as n→∞,
and hence
Var(Nn −N∗n) = Var(
∑
1≤i,j≤n
|j−i|≤m
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ)) = O(n2ǫd) as n→∞, (13)
which follows from (12) since Nn −N∗n consists of O(n) terms. Now (11) and (13) give
Var(Q˜1,1,n) = n
−4bǫ(d)
−2Var(Nn) ≤ n−4bǫ(d)−22(Var(N∗n) + Var(Nn −N∗n)) (14)
= O
(
1
n
)
+O
(
1
n2ǫd
)
as n→∞.
Moreover, the condition n2ǫd → ∞ and (14) yield Var(Q˜1,1,n) → 0, which together with
(7) proves the assertion.
(ii) As in Ka¨llberg and Seleznjev (2012), the smoothness condition pX , pY ∈ H(α)2 (K) gives
|q˜1,1,ǫ − q1,1| ≤ 1
2
K2ǫ2α, (15)
and so (7) yields
|q1,1 − EQ˜1,1,n| ≤ 1
2
K2ǫ2α +O
(
1
n
)
as n→∞. (16)
Further, from the conditions ǫ ∼ cn−2/(4α+d), c > 0, and 0 < α ≤ d/4, we get
ǫ2α ∼ c2αn−4α/(4α+d) ≥ c2αn−1/2 and n2ǫd ∼ cdn8α/(4α+d) ≤ n. (17)
Now the stated rate of mean square convergence follows by combining (14) and (16) with
(17).
(iii) First we obtain the order of the bias. The assumptions ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/d and α > d/4
imply O(ǫ2α) = o(n−1/2), and hence (16) yields
|q1,1 − EQ˜1,1,n| = o
(
1
n1/2
)
as n→∞. (18)
Next we consider Var(Q˜1,1,n). First note that limits (11) and (13) together with the
assumption nǫd ∼ L(n)→∞ give
n−4bǫ(d)
−2Var(N∗n) = 4σ
2
1,1n
−1 + o(n−1), (19)
n−4bǫ(d)
−2Var(N∗n −Nn) = o(n−1) as n→∞.
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We get
Var(Q˜1,1,n) = n
−4bǫ(d)
−2Var(Nn) (20)
= n−4bǫ(d)
−2(Var(N∗n) + Var(Nn −N∗n) + 2Cov(N∗n, Nn −N∗n))
= 4σ21,1n
−1 + o(n−1) as n→∞,
where the last equality follows from (19) and by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
to the covariance. Now the assertion follows from (18) and (20), which completes the
proof.
In the following proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we use some intermediate results from the
proof of Theorem 1, for example, (6), (11), (15), (17), and a weakened version of (19),
which is allowed since these hold without assumption A2.
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) First consider the expectation EQ˜1,1,n. We use the decomposition
of EQ˜1,1,n in (6) . Note that the last sum in (6) consists of O(n) terms, each bounded by 1.
Hence,
EQ˜1,1,n =
2
(n−m
2
)
n2
bǫ(d)
−1P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) + O
(
1
nǫd
)
(21)
= q˜1,1,ǫ +O
(
1
nǫd
)
as n→∞.
Next we study Var(Q˜1,1,n). The variance of O(n) zero-one variables is of size O(n
2)
and thus
Var(Nn −N∗n) = Var(
∑
1≤i,j≤n
|j−i|≤m
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ)) = O(n2) as n→∞. (22)
Then, similarly as in (14), we get
Var(Q˜1,1,n) = O
(
1
n
)
+O
(
1
n2ǫ2d
)
as n→∞. (23)
Finally, by combining (21) and (23) with the assumption nǫd →∞, we get EQ˜1,1,n → q1,1
and Var(Q˜1,1,n)→ 0. The statement follows.
(ii) The argument is similar to that of Theorem 1(ii). For the bias, we get from (15) and
(21) that
|q1,1 − EQ˜1,1,n| ≤ Cǫ2α +O
(
1
nǫd
)
as n→∞. (24)
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Moreover, the assumptions ǫ ∼ cn−1/(2α+d), c > 0, and 0 < α ≤ d/2 lead to
ǫ2α ∼ c2αn−2α/(2α+d) ≥ c2αn−1/2 and n2ǫ2d ∼ c2dn4α/(2α+d) ≤ c2dn. (25)
The asserted rate of convergence is implied by (23), (24), and (25).
(iii) By applying the conditions ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/2 and α > 1/2, we get O(ǫ2α) = o(n−1/2)
and n1/2ǫ1 →∞. Hence, (24) yields
|q1,1 − EQ˜1,1,n| = o
(
1
n1/2
)
as n→∞. (26)
For Var(Q˜1,1,n), we follow the same steps as in Theorem 1. If we use (19) and decom-
position (20), but with the weaker rate (22) for Var(Nn −N∗n) in place of (13), it follows
that
Var(Q˜1,1,n) = n
−4bǫ(d)
−2(Var(N∗n) + Var(Nn −N∗n) + 2Cov(N∗n, Nn −N∗n)) (27)
= 4σ21,1n
−1 + o(n−1) + O
(
1
n2ǫ2
)
+O
(
1
n3/2ǫ
)
= 4σ21,1n
−1 + o(n−1) as n→∞,
where the last equality follows since nǫ2 ∼ L(n)2 →∞ by assumption. The claimed mean
square property of Q˜1,1,n is implied by (26) and (27). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is straightforward since the behavior of the variable∑
|i−j|>mn
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ), which is the basis of Q˜∗1,1,n, is very similar to that of N∗n
(cf. (8)) and so, we can use the asymptotics of N∗ derived in the proof of Theorem 1.
(i) Assume without loss of generality that m ≤ mn < n. Then we have a simple expression
for the expectation:
EQ˜∗1,1,n = bǫ(d)
−1P (d(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ) = q˜1,1,ǫ, (28)
which combined with (5) yields EQ˜∗1,1,n → q1,1.
For the variance of Q˜∗1,1,n, we consider the variance of
M∗n :=
∑
(i,j)∈I1,1,n
I(d(Xi, Yj) ≤ ǫ).
Note that formula (11) for N∗n can be applied also for M
∗
n, because the number of the
remaining terms (of type 4) decreases when mn ≥ m is used instead of m. Hence, since
mn/n→ 0, it follows directly from (11) that
Var(M∗n) = 6
(
n− 2mn
3
)
C0,ǫ +
m∑
h=1
12
(
n− 2mn − h
3
)
Ch,ǫ +O(n
2ǫd)
= 4n3bǫ(d)
2σ21,1 + o(n
3ǫ2d) + O(n2ǫd) as n→∞
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and consequently, we have
Var(Q˜∗1,1,n) =
(
n−mn
2
)−2 1
4
bǫ(d)
−2Var(M∗n) (29)
= 4σ21,1n
−1 + o(n−1) + O
(
1
n2ǫd
)
as n→∞.
The condition n2ǫd →∞ and (29) give Var(Q˜∗1,1,n)→ 0. The assertion follows.
(ii) The order of the bias |EQ˜∗1,1,n− q1,1| follows directly by combining (15) and (17) with
(28). Similarly, we see that the order of Var(Q˜∗1,1,n) follows from (17) and (29). The stated
rate for the mean square convergence of Q˜∗1,1,n is thus obtained.
(iii) The condition ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/d yields nǫd → ∞, and so (29) implies Var(Q˜∗1,1,n) =
4σ21,1n
−1 + o(n−1). For the bias, we get from (15) and (28) that |EQ˜∗1,1,n − q1,1| =
|q˜1,1,ǫ − q1,1| = O(ǫ2α) = o(n−1/2), where the last equality follows since α > d/4 and
ǫ ∼ L(n)n−1/d. These asymptotics for the bias and variance imply the claimed mean
square property of Q˜∗1,1,n. This completes the proof.
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